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The MedICaT Dataset

● Subfigure-subcaption 
annotations - 2000+ figures

○ Previous work -- e.g. compound 
figure segmentation (De Herrera et 
al., 2016) and subfigure labeling 
(You et al., 2011) -- is more limited

● Inline references - 150K+ figures
○ Provide additional context and 

descriptions for images

Image Source: Dhungana et al., 2018
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Final size: 217K images from 131K papers



Subfigure-subcaption Alignment

● Input: A compound figure and the 
corresponding full caption

● Output: A box around each 
subfigure and the subcaption 
corresponding to each subfigure

● Challenges with how subfigures are 
referenced -- by letter, by spatial 
position, shared subcaptions, etc.

● Annotations: 7507 subcaptions for 
2069 compound figures

○ Varied medical knowledge among 
annotators, but no physicians

Fig. 3 Assignment of tissue values. 
ROIs were delineated in a clinical MR 
(a). Similar contrast values were 
imposed to the tissues in the 
attenuation image generated with the 
XCAT phantom. Panes b, c and d 
represent the sagittal, transaxial and 
axial views of the XCAT phantom, 
respectively, after conversion to MR-like 
contrast values

Image Sources: Ohkura et al., 2015;
Turco et al., 2016
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Text-only CRF Tagger

Faster R-CNN: Ren et al., 2015,
SciBERT: Beltagy et al., 2019
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Subfigure-subcaption Alignment Models
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Fig. 3 Assignment of tissue values. ROIs were 
delineated in a clinical MR (a). Similar contrast 
values were imposed to the tissues in the 
attenuation image generated with the XCAT 
phantom. Panes b, c and d represent the 
sagittal, transaxial and axial views of the XCAT 
phantom, respectively, after conversion to 
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Subfigure-subcaption Alignment Results

Metric: F1 between set of tokens in gold subcaption and set of tokens in predicted 
subcaption



Data Augmentation with Inline References

We also demonstrate how inline references can be used as additional training data 
for an image-text matching model.



Summary and Future Work

We introduce MedICaT, a dataset of 217K medical images from 131K OA papers, 
with subfigure-subcaption annotations and inline figure references

Data and code at github.com/allenai/medicat

Future work:

● Can unsupervised pre-training on the full dataset help with subfigure-subcaption 
alignment?

● Can paired images and text in MedICaT help with medical image classification? 
(subfigure-subcaption alignment should help)

● Can inline references be used in a document understanding task?


